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ABSTRICT 

This report sunarizea  theoretical and experimental Inrtstlfations 

of a new font of intern! ttent heat engine employlng pre store w. Tes for 

coapreeision prior to heat addition, «hieb «ere carried oat at Cimell 

Aeronautical Laboratory between Moreaber 1951 «nd Noreaber 1955* 

This engine coneists of a oo^ber of indiridual parallel tubie 

cyliadricallj arranged which are opaaad and closed periodically bj two 

controlled rotating ralres, at the inlet and exit of the tubas. Initial 

studies of the basic operating principles ware carried out in 1951 with a 

single tube wodei with an enlarged coabostion ehanber. Based upon these 

early studies, a wultitube engine aodel 20 inches in diaaater was constructed 

and tested. This wultitube unit consisted of 21* indirldaal wave tuoee and 

was constructed priaarily to investigate the effect of tube interactions 

upon indiridual tube perforwance and to determine the extent of the ■echanical 

problems inrolTed in full-scale engine operation. 

The theoretical subsonic perforwance was inreatigated using the 

technique of the nethod of characteristics. The supersonic capabilities 

of the wavejat were also inrrestigated and it was found that the supersonic 

capabilities could be deterained by extrapolation of the subsonic perforaance 

data by aaans of similarity considerations. 

In order to improve the perforaance of the single tube engine, tests 

were conducted with a constant area tube. In these tests, it was found 

that reignition could be achieved by use of a hot wall conbusion chamber. 

Although an increase in specific thrust was obtained over that of the 

enlarged combustion chamber model the majdjnum experimental values were 
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appreclÄbly less than those predicted by the theoretical investigations. 

For example, at a Mach number 0.65 maximum available specific thrust values 

between 0.5 and 2.5 lbs. per square inch were obtained, whereas theoretical 

calculations indicated approrLmately 13 lbs.  per square inch should be 

achieved.    The minimum experimental specific fuel consumption values achieved 

were approximately li.3 lbs.  fuel per hour per lb. thrust,as contrasted 

with theoretically predicted values of 1.8 lbs. fuel per hour per lb. 

thrust. 

Estimates of the supersonic performance of a shrouded wave Jet, based 

upon the experimental subsonic perfor«anc«,  indicated that the specific 

thrust would be much less than the theoretical specific thrust of a ramjet. 

However, if the theoretical ?erfor«ance of the wavejet could be more closely 

approached, the performaoce of the wavejet would be substantially superior 

to that of the ramjet over the range of flight speeds investigated.    It 

is believed that the low thrust values obtained were due, in part, to l«f 

combustion efficiency and that future emphasis should be placed upon 

improving the fuel Injection system and fuel mixing prior to coatnstion. 
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INTRODüCriOH 

The hiatory of the application of non-steady flow pheno«ena to h«*t 

machines dates back to the turn of the century. The original applications 

were aJoned at using part of the combustion energy for scavenging and for 

precompressicm by direct energy exchange between gases. When this energy 

transfer takes place rapidly, it can best be described as a wave process. 

To the early Investigators, the use of wave processes seemed very ' 

attractive, although the basic mathematical tools necessary for investigating 

these processes were not developed and the necessary equip«ent 'w «qperi- 

..«ntal investigation of these transient phenomena was not available. 

The first successful heat machine which used waves for preconpression 

was the gas turbine of Hans Holiwarth1. This machine consisted essentially 

of a constant-voltMB explosion chamber which supplied hot high-energy gases 

to a turbine through a system of valves. The scavenging and precoupreesion 

were accomplished by waves created during sudden overexpansion of the exhaust 

gases. This overexpansion caused a high velocity inflow of cold gas, 

producing some precompression by hammer waves when the exhaust valve was 

suddenly closed. In his early machines, Holiwarth attained over-all thermal 

efficiencies as high as 13 per cent. Before his machine could be perfected, 

rapid advances in the development of the "«ore efficient Diesel and Otto 

engines forced the virtual abandonment of the Holiwarth gas turbine. 

Shortly after Holiwarth's disclosure, other investigators became 

interested in the application of nonsteady flow phenomena to aircraft Jet 

propulsion engines2. Early attempts along this line were directed toward 

using the Holzwarth combustion chamber which used wave precompression to 
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eilinlnatc the pistor. ccHqpressor of the Lorln Jet-propulsion sehen«. 

About this tlae, it was also suggested that natural resonance be used to 

eliminate the valves of the Holzwarth combustor. 

Further development of nonsteacfy flow engines after these early 

resonator-combustion types was dormant xr . * 1930, when P. Schmidt 

initiated his work in propulsion. Schm..Jt, cote aing natural resonance 

with pressure-operated valves, developed the first successful pulsejet 

and won the support of the German government in 1938. With this support, 

the development of the pulsejet progressed rapidly, particularly at the 

Argus firm under Diedrich2, and by 19U the pulsejet had become the power 

plant for the well-known V-l missile. 

While the Germans were busy applying nonsteaefcr flow pheno«Bna to a 

missile power plant, C. Seippel^of the Brown Boveri Company of Switierland, 

returned to the application of nonstea^ flow to gas turbines in order to 

extend the operating range to higher temperatures and thereby improved 

efficiency. Seippel's device, called the Comprex, was perhaps the first 

machine utilising pressure waves for compression which attained a competi- 

tive efficiency. Essentially, the comprex consists of a rotating cylinder 

with axial passages called wave guides arranged along the circumference. 

A system of stationary nozzles and pickups supply anci drsw off the gases 

from points along the circumference as dictated by the wave phenosuma. 

The position of these nossles and pickups depends on tho proposed applica- 

tion of the unit • Ey virtue of its coopactness, the comprex, with little 

weight and space addition, was expected to appreciably increase the efficiency 

of a turbine power plant. 

The German development of the pulsejet engine initiated interest in 

the fundamental nature of nonsteady flow in this country, and in 19U7 a 
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program was initiated for the inrestigation of intermittant anginas 

under Project SQUID (Contract »6-«rl-10^). • The investigations under 

this program led to the discovery of an intermittent engine cycle vhich 

promised relatively high efficiency while retaining the simplicity of 

the pulseJet-type engine , 

In this engine, (Figure 1), a number of individual parall«! tubes 

were opened and closed periodically by means of two controlled rotating 

valves located at the inlet and exhaust. Fuel which was Injected in the 

vicinity of the exhaust valve to form a catbnstlble .nixtvrc was then 

allowed to bum and be discharged. Prior to the next cycle, it wts proposed 

that a hxgh precompression was to be achieved by means of properly controlled 

pressure waves. This engine, e-aploying wave phenomena to obtain propulsive 

thrust and precompression, was referred to as a wavej^t engine. An «x- 

perimsntal engine was constructed using a single tube model and it was 

observed that stable static operation could be sustained over a wide range 

of operating parameters. These experiments were described in Project SQUID 

Technical Memo No. GAL-OV4. 

At the conclusion of this phase, the program was transferred from 

Project SQUID to the Office of Naval Research (Contract No. Nonr 66$-(0O)). 

Under this program theoretical and experimental studies were carried out 

tc determine the performance of this type of wavejet engine. The theoretical 

Investigations of the subsonic and supersonic capabilities of this cycle ^ 

indicated that subsonic performance would be inferior to that of the turbo- 

jet, while supwrsonic performance would exceed ramjet performance above the 

operating limits of present-day turbojet engines. 

In order to Investigate the performance capabilities in more detail, 

it was necessary to carry out a large number of cycle studies using the 
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7 
technique of the method of char»«" ^«rtAtica . If the proper combustion 

picture and bcundarj conditions are a-r^j/ed, and if heat conduction and 

viacocicy effects are neglected, the nethod of characteristics is exact. 

The charactaristic studies were used to detersruie the subsonic capabilities 

of the wave jet engine, and from these studies it was concluded that the 

best spacific fuel consumption ralues in the subsonic range were approrlwatelj 

twice as large as the values for the J57 turbojet engine. 

Such calculations were eztrenaly tedious, howerer, and in order to 

explore wore fullj the supersonic capabilities of this engine a rapid 

method of calculation waa developed, based on sinilarity considerations , 

It was found that all operating characteristics of the engine could be 

specified If tna pressure ratio across the engine and the temperature ratio 

across the engine ware fixed. Use of these alailarltj paraiaetera aade it 

possible to determine the supersonic performance from the subsonic performance 

determined from characteristic cycle atudies. 

In the courae of theae thaoretioal atudies it «as concluded that 

a basic improTemant in the design of the wavejet could be made by properly 

shrouding the angina exit. Although calculations Indicated that abroudlnf 

would reduce the subsonic performance by a small factor, the performance 

at supersonic speeds would be l^profd by a large factor over the non- 

shrouded angina performance. The performance characteristioa of the shrouded 

waveJet were estimated over a large range of Mach numbera and air-fuel ratio«, 

using the similarity coneiderations. 

The results of these theoretical investigations are described in 

Part I of thia report. Detailed discussions may be found in Ref. 5 and 6. 
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In the early experimental program, tests were carried out with 
u 

single tube engines with enlarged soabastlon chambers , A full-scale 

mltltube engine based on the best single tube configuration «as constructed 

primarily to Investigate the eechanlcal problems arising In such a design« 

and to determine the Influence of adjacent tubes upon the individual tube 

performnce» 

It vas observed experimentally' that the anxltltube «avejet per- 

formance could be Inferred fret the performance of the Individ». "1 wave 

tube. Consequently« further tests were carried out with single tube 

engines to determine the tube configuration for tadw performance. 

Bart II of this report sumnarlies the tests of single and multi- 

tube «avejet models. 

PART I - THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIGHS OF THE WATEJET CTCIZ 

A.  ^nyi« Tnh« Wavelet InvestlgsUcns5 

The application of the method of characteristics to the study of 

intermittent engines permits far more accurate estimates of periodic 

engine performance parameters such as thrust per unit area, specific 

fuel consomptlon, compresaion efficiency, and cycle time than those 

obtained by use of quasi-steady msthodr . 

The chief obstacles to accurate performance estimates of periodic 

engines aret 

(l) Lack of information concerning the combustion mode. Two 

idealised combustion Todes «ere assumed for purposes of calculation. 

These modes «ere constant volume combustion and gradual beat addition. 
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With one exception, all the studies were aade for straight-tube ccn- 

figurations operating with inatantaneous valre opening and closing 

times. Consequently, the results obtained did not apply direetljr to 

the first experiaental engines, which required an enlarged coahoation 

chaaber for resonant operation, i.e., a coabustion chamber area greater 

than the wave tube area. 

(2) Difficulty in representing the correct boundary conditions 

during outflow and inflow. Although the assuaption of instantaneously 

operating Talves siaplified the calculations, it is beliered the shock 

losses were orer-eaphasiaed since, with finite valre opening tiae, shock» 

would forn gradually and the entropy losses would consequently not be as 

great. Cta the other hand, this assuaption tends to eliminate the actual 

losses resulting froa leakage due to the finite valre closing tiae. 

Figure 1 is a scheaatic diagram of a proposed propulsion mit 

based on a warejet cycle. As can be seen froa Figure 1, the warejet 

consists of a nuaber of parallel tubes which are alternately opened 

and closed at either end by two rotating ralves. Fuel is injected in 

each tube in the region adjacent to the exhaust valre to fora a coa- 

bast5.jle aixture. 

Figure 2 is a typical wäre diagram for this cycle constructed 

by the method of characteristics. At the beginning of the cycle, air 

is flowing through the engine and fuel is added to fora a coabostible 

mixture. The exhaust valve is closed (1) stopping the flow and causing 

a hammer shock (2) to more upstream. This hamr.er shock compresses the 

coabostible mixture as it propagates upstream. When all of the coabastible 

charge is coapressed, the aixture is ignited and burning occurs at a constant 
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rat«. After andergolng couplete coHbuation, the exhaust Talre Is opened, 

alloirlng the hot gases to expand in a propulsire jet (3). The arrows 

indicate the relative Magnitude of the exhaust velocities in tias. 

Meanwhile the haaner shock, strengthened by eeabostion, continues to 

propagate upstream. It is followed by the interface (1*), the i»gion sepa- 

rating the hot and cold gases. Wien the shock reaches the engine Inlet (£)* 

the inlet valre is closed causing the shock to be fully reflected into the 

duct (6). This reflected wave aids in scavenging the engine, as evidenced 

by the sudden Increase in exhaust velocity (7). The upstres« propagating 

expansion wave (8) resulting from the discharge of hot gases drops the 

engine pressure sufficiently to induce a fresh charge upon opening of the 

inlet valve (9). The cycl» is then repeated. 

An individual air particle may be traced through the engine by 

following the dotted lines. With this configuration it is seen that 

the particle travels back and forth In the duct three cycles before 

reaching the combustion ciiamber. Each interaction of thl* particle 

with the shock Introduces an energy loss through the entropy increase 

associated with the shock wave and results in a loss in compression 

efricicnoy* 

Sons of the results of these theoretical Investigations are preserved 

in Table 1 to illustrate the effect of assumed combustion mode» the ratio 

of the combustion chamber length to the over-all tube length and Mach number 

upon engine performance. It will be noted that changes in the combustion 

chamber length ratio, as well as diameter ratio, have a significant effect 

upon engine performance. By increasing the relative combustion chamber 

length, other parameters remaining constant, the thrust per unit area 
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ha.y required a major increase in effort to obtajn satisfactory estisMtes 

of tbs supersonic capabilities of the »arejet by the characteristic 

procedures. The primary probie« in extending the performance capabilities 

was one of dereloping a rapid »ethod of calculation which would give 

information as conplote as that obtained using the non-steady flow tech- 

niques. 

Application of similarity considerations to the calculation of the 

engine performance (See Appendix 1) shows that for aa engine of givtan 

geomstry all operatic characteristics of the engine are specified when the 

pressure ratio across the engine and the temperature ratio across the 

engine are fixed. The temperature ratio across vl e engine can be raried 

at will by changing the air-fusl ratio. Thus, if there were a method of 

Maintaining a constant pressure ratio across the engine »s the Hach number 

is raried, the performance of the wave jet could be determined over the 

range of Mach numbers from a single characteristic diagram. It was concluded, 

that by employing the correct cornrergent-divergent notzle« or shroud, at 

the waveJet exit (Figure U), the pressure ratio across a multitube engine 

could be controlled. If the shroud did not adversely effect engine per- 

fommnce, thi suggested procedure for stretching the region of applicability 

of a wave diagram would be successful. Upon investigation it was found 

that, although shrouding reduced subsonic performance by a small factor, 

the performance at supersonic speeds was improved significantly, 

Qy making use of the foregoing similarity considerations, the 

performance characteristics of the waveJet have been estimated over a 

wide range of Ifaich numbers and air-fuel ratios. The results of these 

studies are as accurate as those obtained by th» method of characteristics. 
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UM rarlatloo of sea level thrust per unit are« with specific 

fuel eonsuMptioD end Mach masber is shown in Fignrs 3 for the shroaded 

wave jet and coapared with the ramjet and the J57 turbojet. These calculations 

were carried out as jning constant area nixing, with axpansitn 

of the folly nixed exhaust to the naxisna duct diameter. Preliminary 

analyses indicated that use of the constant area nixing chamber would not 

significantly increase the over-all length of the engine. 

It can be seen from Figure 3 that the theoretical performance of 

the shrouded wave Jet is superior to the ramjet» At a Nach number of 2 the 

wavejet has a 30 per cent lower specific fuel consumption than the ramjet. 

TART  H - EXFEHZMEXTAl. V&VEJET FROOUUf 

lm   Single Tube Balarged Ccabnstion Chsaber Mavejet 

To test the validity of the preliminary theoretical calculati 

^ 1   AW-«.    *.w^ *--    ~~n-\A nhidi indicated that the cycle would be stable   and that the engine would 

operate statically (i.e., without ran air), an exploratory nodal 

built and first tested on December 29, 19ii9 .   Since each tube of the 

engine could be considered to operate independently, it «as poeslhle to 

reatxlct this preliminary Investigation t-   t tingle-wave tube.   The 

preliminary experiments disclosed that a  . 'ion chamber larger than the 

nave tube area was necessary to sustain periuouc combnstlon and stable 

static operation. 

Stability of operaticn is defined for the purposes of this report as the 

ability of a configuration to tolerate saall det^tlons from optimum rpm and 

phase position as well as the ability to operate over a wide range of fuel floes. 
- 10 - 
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Under the ONR program a teat bed was designed to insure flex- 

ibility with respect to configuration changes, (Figure 5). Th« co»- 

bustion chamber and ware tubes were of circular cross section and could 

easily be remove., "-om the test-bed frame for modificatioi. A set of ralTe 

plates corering the feasible range of open-to-closed area ratio «a« 

fabricated. Valre clearsnces were adjustable from scrape contact to l/k* 

clearance. The phase relation between the inlet and exhaust valve could 

be controlled during a run through the use of a differential-type gear 

train. Valve frequency was controllable over a range of 0 to 130 cps by 

means of an independent electric drive. 

The initial performance measured on this test bed was poor, and 

the static specific fuel consumption was about 12 lb. fuel per hr„ per 

lb. thrust. However, the engine demonstrated remarkable stability, and 

it was possible to start the engine statically (without ram air) when the 

correct valve frequency and phase angle were selected before a run. The 

high specific fuel consumption values were not unexpected, since the initial 

configuration was chosen fro« the limited information available from the 

first few wave diagrams. While additional information might have been 

obtained from further wave diagrams, many assumptions were necessary about 

which there was little experimental verification. In particular, there 

were many possible combustion models, and when design calculations were 

carried out by the method of characteristics,conflicting information «as 

obtained about valve siss «id phase relations. Therefore, the initial 

configuration was arbitxaxv and only served as the starting point of this 

program. The data obtilne', fro« this program was then used to narrow the 

range of configurations studied and to provide a better understanding of 
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the necessary asstmptlons imrolved. A »ore detailed account of these 

experlaents mj be found in Project SQUID Technical Meaorandam Ho. CAL-35# 

August 19^1. 

Since the combustion process was not accurately represented in the 

characteristics diagrams, the ratio of open-to-cloeed time cc«ld not be 

accurately determined. It was therefore necessary to study the effect of 

changes in the valre lobe angle, Figure 5. Although the actual thrust 

T&lues were not always measured during a run, the mean pressure in the 

ware tube serred as an ind«x of performance. Previous experiments had 

shown that the output of a giren tube geometry was always propartiooal 

to the mean pressure in the tube. The valTe plates tested were of the 

double lobe type, with a complfte wave cycle,therefore, covering 180 . 

Initially, the lobe angle was 90° for both the inlet and exhaust valve. 

After a prolonged serins of runs, in which maxy valve plates were tested 

and discarded, the optimnm lobe angle was found to be near 55 • ^ 

difference in lobe angle of as little as 2° was detectable in the per- 

formnce. Later, thee« same valve plates were tesUd on a different «eve 

tube gecaetry and the optimum lobe angle was fcnnd to be 83 for the 

inlet and 86° for the exhaust. 

During these valve plate tests, certain anomalies were noted. A 

configuration which was capable of stable static operation would suddenly 

fail to operate statically, and even under ram conditions, the mean 

pressures and gross thrust values «ere low. A careful inspection of the 

wave tube and combustion chamber of ti- >se configurations revealed that 

failure to operate statically occur •'' -when the exhaust port bnckled 

slightly and increased the exhaust area. These failurea were unexpected* 
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alnc« no specific inrestlga+ion of »uch effects were cooHucted using the 

■ethod of cherscterlstics. It has siwsys been sssiDMid In these cAlcul*tleo» 

thst ths rslTe piste closed Listantaneously vhen the interface between the 

exhaust gaa and freah charge jpeached the exhaust port5.  However, during 

actual «are engine operation the entire charge of hot exhaust gases «ay be 

swept out during the finite valve closing tins If the exhaust port area 

Is too large. The loss of the entire charge of hot gas appeared to imppress 

relgnltloo. In order to determine the extent of this effect, a special 

ooMbustlon ohaaber «as constructed with a gate valve exhaust noisle, 

allowing a continuous range of exhaust areas to be tested. With this 

special exhaust noiile, ths allowable rang« of exhaust port areas «as fovnd 

and the optlaua area deterajned (approodoately l/lQ of the wave tube are«). 

In view of ths large effect of changes In exhaust area on the engine per- 

foraanoe, all future configurations were optiaised on the basis of this 

paraaster. The effect «as found to be .»oat noticeable for the saaller 

diaaster cohbustion chamber« (below 5 Inches). 

The next configuration variable to be studied «as the effect of 

valve plate clearance. Tests «ere aade of several different configurations 

with the valve plate clearances varying between 1/8 inch and l/dk inch. 

Unfortunately, these tests could not be conducted for clearances below 

1/6U inch, aa there waa sufficient "wobble" in the valve plates to cause 

interaittent scraping, causing the required valve driving power to exceed 

the capacity of the drive actor, ilao, the evaluation of these tests «as 

soaewhat difficult, since the test bed «ould warp slightly during hot 

operation, affecting the clearances during the ran. However, it «as 

possible, after repeated tests, to deteraine the range of clearances 
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necessary for performance testing. AH configurations tested showed ■urked 

increase in perfonoance as the clearances vere decreased to about l/6k inch, 

below this point the clearances could not be maintained. No configuration 

would operate statically with clearances above 3/32 inch. 

Valve plate phase relations and frequency were not investigated 

separately as configuration variables. Due to the ease with which these 

variables could be changed during each run, all data was taken at the valve 

phase and valve frequency of best performance. An interesting effect 

was noticed daring these tests, which greatly aided in selecting the 

proper phase relation between valve plates. While the engine «as being 

adjusted and phase angle changed, the noise level to an observer facing 

the inlet valve would be reduced suddenly and markedly «bsn the proper 

phase «as reached. This noise redaction «as in agreement «ith the «av» 

diagrams'^ «i.lch indicated that for proper phasing, the combustion pressure 

wave should be fully reflected back into the tube. The increase in noise, 

caused by out-of-phase operation, «as due to part of this combustion 

pressure «ave «soaping through the inlet. 

The single tube test bed «as modified to facilitate changes in 

combustion chamber geometry since theoretical studies^ and previous single 

tube test« had shown that combustion chamber modifications had the greatest 

♦ ffect upon the engine performance. It «as also desired at this time to 

test the f ingle tube engine under ram conditions. Therefore, a sealed 

diffuser ecrvl section connected to a venturi-type flcwmeter (Figure 6) 

«as mounted around the inlet valve section. The volume of the cowl section 

«as sufficient to damp  X nearly all nonste.uly flow oscillations created 

at the engine inlet allowing steady mass flow measurement at the venturl. 
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The net thrust was then conputed by subtracting fro« the measured gross 

U 
thrust the inlet monentuin term . 

The first combustion chamber tested had a length ratio of l/2. 

This designation is used to describe that fraction of the *^)tal engine 

length which the combustion chaaber occupies. This selection was influanced 

by the theoretical studies which indicated that increased combustion chamber 

length would improre the engine performance. While this engine resonated 

with ram air, it was not sufficiently stable for static operation or the 

measurement of performance. In view of the poor performance of this 

combustion chamber, an engine with a combustion chamber length ratio of l/U, 

similar to an engine that had been previously tested on the early single 

tube test bed, was mounted to determine whether the test bed modifications 

had adversely affected the engine operation. This configuration was stable 

and operated statically over a wide range of air-fuel ratios. 

With this configuration, gross thrust ralnes of up to 2 psi (based 

on the diameter of the wave tube) were obtained with a specific fuel 

consumption of approximately 3 lb./hr./lb. While there was considerable 

scatter from, run to run, it vas apparent that there was a sharp increase 

in specific fuel consumption at lover air-fuel ratios. With this configuration, 

as well as with subsequent configurations, the engine was found to be extremely 

sensitive to changes in valve clearances and exhaust port area. Although 

these changes in configuration were small and difficult to eliminate, their 

effect upon engine performance was evidenced by the scatter of the test 

results. The valve clearances and exhaust port areas would vary during 

hot operation and from one test run to another as a result of the accumu- 

lation of permanent damage arising from thermal stresses. 
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After completion of the static tests, the cowling was installed 

and the engine was tested to the JLljait of blower supply air (M - O.iiO), 

The neasturod thrust per unit area did not differ appreciably fro« the values 

obtained in the static tests, indicating no narked rain effects at these lew 

Mach numbers. Visual inspection of the exhaust at maximum fuel flow lad 

us to suspect that considerable burning was taking place outside the tube. 

Consequently, Orsat equipment was installed in an effort to determine 

the combustion efficiency by the analysis of the exhaust gases. After a 

series of tests,the Orsat-measured air-fuel ratios were found to differ 

fron the ai^-fael ratio as determined by measured mass flew. It was 

suspected that this discrepancy was due to the nonsteady nature of the 

engine exhaust, and after a series of tests with various sampling pipes it 

was concluded that this method of analysis could not be used in its present 

form. Its use was therefore discontinued. 

Recalling that the l/U combustion chamber length ratio exhibited 

far more stability than the 1/2 combustion chamber length ratio engine. 

It was decided to shorten the combustion chamber length ratio to 1/5» 

in order to determine whether the optimum combustion chamber length had 

been reached. With a ratio of 1/5« the engine performance was superior 

with respect to stability» although the Mad— tarust per unit area was 

decreased. However, at high fuel flows, the increase in specific fuel 

consumption was even more marked than when the combustion chamber length 

ratio was l/h*    Since the fuel Injectors were closer to the exhaust port» 

it was suspected that this engine discharged more unbumed fuel. In an 

attempt to alleviate this situation, the fuel injectors were modified so 

as to inject directly upstream, but no apparent improvement was observed. 
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iext the injection system was r-placed with small capacity fuel nozzles 

mounted on the forward reducing section of tne combustion chamber, and 

operated at Increased fuel injection pressure. A specific fuel consumptior .f* 

LB/HR 
0f 2.3 yh  was obtained with this engine with the latter method of fuel 

injection. 

In order to complete the study of the effect of combustion chamber 

length upon engine performance the combustion chamber of length ratio 1/5 

was replaced with a combustion chamber of length ratio 3/lü. While this 

configuration yielded approximately the same maximum thrust per unit 

area, the specific fuel consumption was somewhat higher and the engine 

operation less stable. 

The performance of these engine configurations is summarised in 

Table 2. The data indicated that the shortest combustion chamber tested 

had the lowest specific fuel consumption and exhibited the greatest 

stability. Howerer, the thrust per unit area of the longer combustion 

chamber length ratios was somewhat higher. It should be pointed out here 

that none of the configurations tested have demonstrated the high thrust 

per unit area predicted by the method of characteristics, Table 1. In 

view of this poor correlation with theory, a more detailed study of the 

engine cycle was carried out. This theoretical study involved the same 

assumptions and procedures used in the previous theoretical engine studies, 

with the exception that an enlarged combustion chamber was assumed, having 

a combustion chamber to wave tube area ratio of 2. The study indicated a 

marked decrease in wie theoretical performance with increased combustion 

chamber area. Table 1, and thrust per unit, area values more in agreement 

with experiment results. Table 2. 
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B.  Moltltnbe Warejet Engine 

In order to stucty the reiatlcnahip between the aultltabe and single 

tube perforaance and inrestigate the mechanical problema peculiar to the 

moltltube engin«, a 2ii<-tube unit was designed and constructed. The indirldual 

ware tube design was based upon the geometry employed in the single tube 

configuratico yielding the best performance. Ho» -rer, the cross-eecticoal 

area of each tube was sector-shaped rather than circular. The single tube 

cross-sectional areas and area ratios were maintained and thj included 

angle of each tube wa* selected to be 15 > so as to form a completely 

symmetrical engine with 2U  individual tubes. Figs.7* Ö, and 9* 

The exhaust ralre was designed as a centrifugal pump which would 

induce air through the engine core and expell it through ths ralre periphery 

to aid in ralre cooling. The combustion chambers receired fuel from a 

common manifold. Four equally spaced «are tubes were Ignited by an external 

spark ignition system, while the remaining tubes were lilted fay controlled 

hot gas leakage through combustion chamber ports. In addition» the engine 

was equipped with a differential-type phase changer to regulate the phase 

difference between the inlet and exhaust ralre during operation. For 

mMsuremsnt of thrust, the ooltitube ware engine was mounted on a null- 

type indicating thrust stand. The inlet aoaentum was determined by 

mui emniiti of the mass flow in the intake diffuser which was attached 

to the engine inlet and connected to the high pressure air supply syaten, 

Figs.8 and 9. 

Daring tests witn this engine, although stable multitube operation 

could be obtained, thermal stresses resulted in the warpage of the ralre 

plate and distortion of the engine support^ which resulted in ralre binding. 
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Although the effect of the thermal A tresses on the ex^iaust ralre ma 

reduced by rater cooling^ the conbustion chambers became so badly rarped 

that testing of all 2h mite could not be carried oat without considerable 

engine repair. The severe rarpage of the eonbusticn chamber ptrerented 

operation of a nmber of the wave tubes, resulting in a lew average 

cenbustion chamber pressure (Table 2). In addition, the tubes which w«re 

in operation exhibited widely differing mean engine pressures iri contrast 

to the evenly balanced pressures observed in preliminary tests. 

Before tests with the nultitube unit engine were discontinued, a 

number of tests were carried out with the individual tubes which showed 

the greatest distortion. Resonant operation could be sustained in these 

units using ram air, although the measured performance was much lower than 

that previously obtained with single tube units of circular cross section. 

During the valve development program, tests were also c arried oat to 

determine the effects of tube interactions upon single engine performance. 

In order to observe these tube interactions, the individual tubes of the 

aultitube engine were operated singly and in groups. Prom these experiments, 

it was concluded that the tube interactions did not adversely affect the 

performance. Inasmuch as multitude operation resulted in email favorable 

increases in mean engine pressures. However, the observed specific values 

of the individual tubes and the multitube units were lc- compared with the 

improved single tube data which was then becoming available. Since it 

appeared that the performance of the multitude engine could be determined 

from studies of the single tube unit, further tests were restricted to 

investigations with single tube units. 
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C.  Cooatant Area Wavejet Engine 

The theoretical results suHnarlzed in Table 1 indicated that a major 

laprorenent in engine performance could be achiered by employing a combos- 

lion  chamber diameter equal to that of the wave tube, as illustrated 

in Figur« 2. In particular, the calculations indicated that the straight- 

tube engine would possess a much higher thrust per unit area than the 

enlarged combustion chamber configuration. 

Early attempts to maintain burning in a straight-tube were not 

successful. Experiments at the Aerophysics Development Corp.  indicated 

that combustion could be sustained in a straight-tube by heating the combus- 

tion chamber vails to temperatures sufficient to support ignition. The 

hot wall combustor technique was iorwdiately considered as a method of 

reducing the combustion chamber disaster of the C.A.L. wavelet while sus- 

taining combustion. 

In order to obtain some degree of wall temperature control, Taricus 

thicknesses of asbestos tape were wrapped around the combustion chamber. 

The preliminary testa with this configuration were conducted to determine 

the amount of insolation necessary for high wall temperatures and reasonably 

long chamber life. The combristion chamber temperatures were recorded 

during these tests with an optical pyrometer and the necessary wall temp- 

erature was found to be approxiraateiy 16UOcF. These tests also indicated 

that the engine could be made to resonate and to yield gross specific 

thrusts of 3 psi at moderate fuel c en sumptions. In addition, it was ncted 

that the increased mean engine pressure exceeded the fuel injection 

pressures available and reduced the fuel flow in the engine. To counteract 

the effect of the higher mean engine pressures and to improve fuel 
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atoml»*tioo , a high pressure fuel supply and metering syste« wus installed^ 

This  system incorporated a Potter turbine type electronic flow indicator 

with a pressure range of 0-lUOO psi and fuel flow range of 0.0? to 7.0 gpm. 

To evaluate the effects of the important engine variables such as 

fuel injection system, valve angle, and valve speed upon the engine per- 

formance of the constant area waveJet engine, tests were conducted in a 

low pressure free air blast of 0-250 mph. The fuel injection system was 

studied first to determine the optimum location, size and number of fuel 

injectors and fuel injection pressure. Fuel injectors were installed 

individually and in combination at various locations along the aids of 

the engine directed both upstream and downstream, as well as radially. 

The results of these tests indicated that the best fuel system evaluated 

consisted of two low capacity fuel injectors (7.5 gph), dlamstrically 

opposed at a point midway along the axis of ths wave Jet (upstream of the 

combustion chamber), operating near the mart mum fuel injection pressure. 

During ths second phase, tests were carried out to determine the 

effect of changes in valve plate configuration upon engine performance. 

The results of this program were inconclusive, since the effect of valve 

clearances far outweighed the effect of changes in valve lobe angle. 

However, the most stable valve configuration utilized an inlet valve with 

a lobe angle of 03° and an exhaust valve with a lobe angle of 06 . 

In view of the dominating influence of the valve leakage upon 

engine performance, a program was undertaken to reduce the valve clearance. 

New valve plates wer« installed and the cold clearances adjusted to about 

0,020 in. Initial tests with this engine yielded mean engine pressures 

of 12 psi gage (approximately twice previously attained maximum mean engine 
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prrwa-w) vith «bout 18 lbs. gross thrust. Further refloMient« sackt ±t 

possible to adjust the exhAust valre cold clearances to values as loir as 

0,0015 in, Hcwerer, during resonant operatLor with these clearances it «as 

observed b7 sighting across the engine exhaust ports, that the ^alre clear- 

ances increased considerably. It «as possible that this effect resulted trvm 

some type of ralre distortion or deflection during resonant operation. 

This possibility «as investigated by using thicker valve plates, A noticeable 

iÄprovement in perfon»nce «as achieved vith these valves. 

The results of these low Mach maber tests are soBarised in Fig, 10 

and 11, Due to the sensitivity of the experij^ntal engine to valve phasing, 

valve speed, valve clearances and the physical condltiaiof the engine, 

there «as a considerable scatter in the test data. In order to simplify the 

qualitative interpretation of the test data, only the upper and lover Halts 

have been plotted. 

Since iaproved specific thrusts «ere obtained «ilh the hot «all 

eo«bu«tian chamber «avejet at low subsonic Mach nirtberc.  sts «ere 

extended to the higher subsonic range, in order to evaluate the effect 

of Mach number upon engine perfornance. The air supply used for these 

tests consisWd of a V-1710 Allison aircraft engine driving an Allison 

7-31*20 double-stage eupercharger. The initial «avejet engine configuration 

tested «as based upon the previous lew speed tests. These tests «ere 

conducted at ram air total pressures of up to 11 psig. Fro« these test« 

it «as evident. Fig, 12, that the engine operated at choked exhaust 

condition» «ith ram total pressure« of 6 peig and nhove. This engine 

exhibited gross specific thrusts of 3 to 3-1/2 lbs. per sq. inch «ith 
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specific fuel ccnsunption based on a gross thrust of U  lbs. of fuel per 

hour per lb. thrust and mean engine pressures of up to 2 atmospheres gage. 

Improved gross specific thrusts of h  and k-l/2  lbs. per sq. inch at a ram 

total pressure of ID psi were obtained during additional tests. 

In order to determine the extent of inlet momentum losses for 

thrust corrections, a ü" x 2" venturimeter was connected directly to the 

high spewi air supply and to a sealed diffuser around the engine inlet. 

The latter connection consisted of a fixed bellows to allow for thrust 

measurement. The results of tests under these conditions indicated 

considerably lower values of gross specific thrust (1-1/2 to 2 psi) 

than were previously obtained. In view of the apparent adverse affects 

of the vtnturimeter upon the wavejet engine performance, the venturiweter 

wag removed to verify the earlier performance data. The gross specific 

thrust was again observed to be about u psi. 

An alternate method of determining the inlet momentum losses 

eaployed a disconnected air supply with pressure survey rakes located in 

the constant Jirea section of the sealed diffuser. These tests indicated 

no adverse effects upon the engine performance but rather, with improved 

exhaust valve clearances, higher gross specific thrust of over 6 psi were 

observed, and, in addition, yielded necessary information for the calculation 

of the iniet losses. Fig. 13. Fig. Ih  to 17 summarize the performance of 

the single tube constant area waveJet, corrected for inlet momentum losses. 

The high pressure tests indicated that a choked-exit condition was 

obtained. Since at the choked-exit condition the ereine periormance would 

not be sensitive to ambient pressure conditions at the exit, it became 

possible to extrapolate the subsonic performance of this engine to determine 
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the supersonic capabilities in ti» sane aanner In which the theoretical 

calculations of the subeonic peri'onaance were extrapolated to detensine 

the supersonic capabilities. 

The supersonic perforaance based on the observed pressure and 

temperature ratios obtained in the high pressure ezperiaental tests 

was calculated, assuming that the supersonic; geometry would be that of 

Figure k,  and that the pressure and teaperature ratios across the wave 

tube remained constant. The results of these extrapolations are shown 

in Figures Id and 19, and are compared with the performance of the J-57 

turbojet and the ran jet at sea level conditions. 

Figure 16 is a comparison of the available specific thrust as a 

function of flight Mach number for the wavejet based on the mariwim 

observed experimental performance. The extrapolated thrust capabilities 

of this engine indicated very low specific thrust values when compared 

with the ramjet above a Mach number of 1. it a Mach number of 2 the value 

of specific thrust was approximately one-fourth that of the ramjet. 

Figure 19 Indicates, however, that somewhat lover specific fuel consumption 

values would be obtained. 

Previous extrapolations of the shrouded wavejet performance based 

upon the results observed at a Mach number of 0.3 indicated that the specific 

thrust would be approximately yj  per cent greater than that of the ramjet 

with a corresponding decrease in the specific fuel consumption. The 

experimental investigations at high subsonic Mach numbers indicated that 

the increase in performance expected as a result of the increase in ram 

pressure was not achieved. Figure 17 shows the extrapolated thrust increase 

as compared with that observed experimentally. This large discrepancy 
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ia believed to be prijaarily due to extremely poor combustion efficiencies 

at the higher ram pressures.  This is further illustrated in Figure 20, 

where the calculated performance of the individual wave tube is conpared 

with the best observed experimental values. The measured air-fuel ratios 

indicate excessively rich air-fuel mixtures. The use of tne high pressure 

Monarch noazle fuel injection system may have resulted in extremely poor 

mixing prior to combustion, as well as excessive waste of fuel, since 

the burning process was intermittent. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the theoretical investigations of the wavejet 

engine have suggested tnat the wavejet shows considerable promise as a 

supersonic power plant. The characteristic investigations which were 

carried out to determine the subsonic performance have shown that relatively 

large values of specific thrust can be achieved in these engines, although 

the specific fuel consumption values are approximately twice as large as 

those of conventional turbojet engines. Optimum specific thrust values 

at a Nach number of 0.65» for example, were calculated to be approximateIj 

12 lbs. per sq. inclvvith correspnnrfixjg specific fuel consumption values of 

1.9 lbs. of fuel per hour per lb. thrust, rhese studies were made with 

straight-tube wavejet onfigurations. Studies were also carried out for 

wave tubes with enlarged ccnbustion chambers and indicated that the per- 

formance would be considerably decreased with this configuration. 
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In the supersonic range the perfor»ance capabilities of the multi- 

tube engine were detenained by the application of similarity considerations 

which enabled the extrapolation of subsonic characteristic calculations 

to the supersonic regime. It was found that this procedure could be 

applied, provided choked exit conditions across the engine were obtained, 

which Dermitted the pressure ratios and temperature ratios across the engine 

to be held constant. It was found that by properly shrouding the wave jet, 

the pressure ratios could be controlled.  Large gain? in performance were 

predicted with proper shroud design. The results of these studies indicated 

that the wavejet should be superior in performance to the ramjet at super- 

sonic speeds, and,consequently, suggested that tne wavejet shows considerable 

promise as a supersonic power plant. 

The experimental performance of ^ne individual wave tubes has not 

as yet indicated values in agreement with the theoretical predictions. 

Tests with the eavly single tube units indicated extremely poor specific thrust 

and specific fuel consumption values which could primarily be attributed 

to the enlarged combustion chanter geometry employed. These tests did 

indicate, however, that stable static operation could be achieved over a 

wide range of operating parameters. 

The characteristics investigations were carried out tinder the 

assumption that each tube of the engine could be considered as a separate 

unit. A multitube engine was constructed, based on the early wave tube 

design, to investigate primarily the effect of tube interactions upon 

individual tube performance and to determine the effect of major problems 

involved in the full-scale engine operation. Those tests shewed that the 

presence of adjacent tubes did not adversely affect the individual *ube 
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operation and, consequently, that future investigations could be restricted 

to single tube studies. A mmber of mechanical problems were observed, 

prijrjarily as a result of varpage •>£  the combustion chamber walls and ralre 

plates due to the high temperatures, which made the maintenance of close 

valve clearances difficult. Although valve warpage problems were solved, 

the internal wall warpage problems were not eliminated in the tests. 

In order to improve performance of the single tube engine, tests 

were conducted with constant area tubes.  In these tests it was found that 

reignitlon could be achieved by use of a hot wall combustion chamber. 

Simulated Mach number tests with this configuration indicated that at 

ram pressures corresponding to high subsonic speed ranges, maximum values 

of available thrust were of the order of 5.5 lbs. per sq. inch with specific 

fuel consumption values of approximately 3.5 lbs. of fuel per hour per 

thrust. It was observed in tnese tests that choked exit conditions were 

obtained during the exhaust discharge. 

The supersonic performance studies extrapolated fro« the experimental 

results observed at a Mach number of 0.3 indicated the possibility of a 

substantial gain in performance over that of the ramjet operating in 

a supersonic range with the same air«fuel ratios. It was found, however, 

that the expected Increase in performance in the subsonic range based 

on the extrapolated performance from a Mach number of 0.3 was not 

achieved in the experimental program. 

The extrapolated performance indicated that thrusts of approximately 

9 lbs. per sq- inch should be achieved at a Mach number of 0,0, whereas, 

experimentally, approximately 3 lbs. per sq. inch were obtained, which 

Increased to approximately 5.5 lbs. per sq. inch at a Mach number of 0.95* 
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Tb« supersonic performance based OD the extrapolated values of 

highest subsonic Nach number data indicated the thrust values would be 

approximate^ l/k  that of the ramjet in the supersonic range, although 

the specific fuel consumption values would be slightly lower. 

The major experimental problem that exists is the achierement of 

increased specific thrust values, in order to approach more closely the 

predicted theoretical performance. It is believed that this improvement 

can be attained through the use of ia^roved fuel injection system and 

föel mixing to increase the combustion efficiency. It is concluded that 

the wave jet would prove to be a premising supsrsonic power plant if 

improved specific thrust values can be obtained. 
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SHROUDED MAVEJET CALCULAnCBS 

total pre saure 

static pressure • pgfiT 

tine 

cycle tiae for nonsteady engins 

static tenperature 

total tanperature 

area 

aocelermtion o f gravity 

Mach Ho. 

spaed of sound -  iyquT) 

Cp/Cy- 1.1 

specific heat - 0.2l* mj/L^T 

Telocity 

▼OltDDS 

density 

combustion efficiency 

heating value of ffcel - 19,2X BITJ/LB 

stoiohiooietric air-fuel ratio 

cpe, ^ 
air-fuel ratio 

air-fuel raUo at M • 0 that would produce the s am valu« of T 

that   CL    produced at snother Mach No, 

thrust 

mass flov 'l/Tß 
PTÄO 

9*   ^ z,    frZ m/ff 
stre« force -  PA (f* yM ) ^J^p-    -Jj  

coefficient of thrust -   -t-p- 
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1       a0Ca, 
C       - STC - .p^iilc inel oonaiwtion (Ib.ftwl per hrAb-throt) 

da. 

r*> 

r 

N      - 

StatioM 

"["^ "•]'■'[-'"] 
-r 

Ataospborle or fre« fli^it 

StagmUon conditioni «t «d of difm.r ad entrwc« to «gU» 

Conditioo Ij^diatoly inaldo wre tub« «rlt 

ontaido ■      ■ 

final .twdy state conditioo of .Ijod flow for shroodod ««ino 

Shroud «odt condiUon, for anahrood^i I«T« «gin« .''♦•/ 

HOTKt     Ifaob m^tor ftxnctioas FtD,G,H are present«! and tabulated In 
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratary Report -Mach taber Foaotiaia 

fop Ideal Dlatoaic Gaaes" by J. V. Foa, October 19U9. 
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GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS 

1. A«biant Static Teaperattip« Qo   m SJOB. 

2. Aabient Static Praaaura PQ   • li*-7 pil 

3. Hatio of Spaclflc Haata Y   ' 1^ 

li. Spaclfic Haat at Cooatant Praaaura   Cp  m 0.2h BTD/W** 

5. Haatlng Valua of Pual Q   ' ^9,2QU BTü/lb. 

6* Equal Static and Stagnation Conditlona at tha Diffuaar fait 

7. TfcruBt par Obit Araa Is Baaad on tht Maxiaum Engina A^a 

TABLSS 

TABU 1 - ASSUME) DIFFUSER PRESSURE RATIO 

Mo Thaoratioal P^            Aatwwd P^ 

0.0 i.oo i*oo 

0.5 1.19 l^ 

1.0 1.89 I-80 

1.5 3.67 3.U8 

2.0 7.82 6.72 

3.0 36.73 »•» 

U.O 151.80 U-00 
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Q» throat 1« dsflaed to laclade all iatrtml and «zt«nial forc«8 «cting 

on the propulsion ctorlc« ir« the direction of its exief 

r. M,r,.Mtrp**,(/>,-P.J. ^ 

Ifjpefereible «Ktemal flow contribationa ere act Ineladed,   Far nonsteedf flow 

propulsion derlces, the erexege thrust is giren hj 

T*   ^ (2) 

*ere t, in the cTcle tioe. 

It is convenient for celculetion paxpoeee to ezprees the performance equa- 

tions in tens of pressure> speed of sound, end Nach noaber«   In dlaansionless 

for«, the thrust Eq.  (i) nay be written as 

(3) 

3600 The air specific lapulse     ——   nay also be ezpreeeed in a dLasneionlees font as 

m SbOOg m   X'VPJXU}'»**-' 

e * 

These equations aay be written, nore conreuientlj, in the fox« 

Cr'^A-^^%A-/, (5) 

Cz   .  -* A*, (6) 
; ••e 

Nhore 

A 

A-/' %  (yM^I)äaU (7) 
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o 
ft, TaL.« ot/i,   «d A  -«fl»«» «W« U» «gi» d-wet«!.««. nd 

th. «.modfrt«, «Kl th. r-lBlnc t.« d^nd only »P» «.. dlfft.« .fflel«»y 

•nd m^it Macb maber. 
ft« ^It». of fi,    «d A  for th« dlffr«* «• •*«• eonfi«nr.Uon. 

v^ obUli^ trm Wrfmc. 1.    ^,   ««i A   «^ p^t*d ^ Ä* ,h~t ^ 

unit .r- «nd .ptolilo f»l oonw^U« fro« th« ch*r«ct«l«tic. di«gr«» by» 

a/yc<^ ("^/^^ (9) 
Ji^(> A, f 

BM p«rfox««ac« of «ny «U» conflgur«tlcn o<»potmd«l with th« wr« 

«ngln« w*j b« d«tc»l««d «t «nj M«oh n«b«r «. long «■ th« t««P«r.tt« rim. «Uo 

.nd th« 7*m**i* «Uo «oro«i th« «▼« «ngln« compon«nt corr^pond« to th«t of 

th« p«rtlo«l*r <ii«raot«rl«Uo cyolt "l"^   Con.«<iu«ntly, p«rfar«no« oal0i2^ 

tion« trm % «ingü oh«r«ot«rl«tlo. dUfi« o«n b« •^loy^l to d«t«^a« th. p«i- 

fan«*« of «gin« oonfiguimtione or«r « wld« r«ng« of «Ir^ti«! »tlo. »d fll^t 

N«oh nv*>«n. 
For no-t«^ «ngln««, an «T«xmg« m**m% t«p«Tnt»iw MMJ b« d«fin«d, «• 

in th« ataidj flov oae«, by 

^her« I 1« m function of the h««t oont«nt of th« M«l, th« ca«ba«tion «fü- 

doncy md th« nod« of h««t addition. 

Tor different inl«t stagnation tanporatttPB« Ö0 and 0, ,thot««p«^ 

atur« ratio ,/Of  1« ccoatant if 

-35- 
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la artier to wdntaln a eenataat UppamlBW ratio, it la onlj 

to miatda (a^) «aiatant.   Slnoa  9,* BAf* —=- *• J "^ Mn 1^!lt,9 

or 

i S-'A **: 03) 

Äa»   (X.d it A« air-ftxal ratto at Mj^ - 0 «nd   a.    la tlia air-faal ratio at 

anj Mach naaber (10)* 

If the air-fuel ratio at (M   - 0) la 60, the ehafl^e in aix^foal ratio 

raquirad to aaintala  9t/ &,   conatant at any other fligit Mach ntMber, la 

gi^en bj 

TABLE 2 

Mo <*- 

0 60 -   ötf) 

1 50 

t 33 

3 22 

U 15 

In the ease of the ahronded aarejat «ngine, the aastrnptlane art: 

1. Mixing of the axhauat gaate takes place In a conatant area tube. 

2. Wall friction forces are neglected. 

3. The flar« la unifor» and steady at the end of alzLng, 

The inlet of the engine la connected to a plentat and the exit of the 

engine ezhauata v> a cocetant area «Ixlng chmber.    %j proper design of the 

conrerging-diTensing exhaust shroud it is poesible to aaintain a constant 

pressure ratio across the wave tubes h.\ supersonic speeds. 

-36- 
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In ordw to eraluÄt« th« porfomanc« of tb« shrouded «ro migiia, it is 

necessary to detemlne the nnsl sterner flow condition of the mixed exhanst 

gases.    The mcmmntam relation applied cetveen stations (e) and (3) yiel<to 

«here 
ät 

and t0 la the cycle tine. 

Substituting 

P   r joy VT 

a   « yyfßT 

t        <ftA 

Jleld» 

,   /,' ^ a'^t »' *'- 

where 

The Mach nxrtber at the end of »Ixing (M3) is detendned fro. N3 aoove. 
T!ie equation of continuity yields 

- 37 - 
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nhich aaj be ooabined with tbe equation for N3 and D3 - Qjfj to yield 

r3/p     " (coapreaalon ratio) ■ ^yQ 

In order to atlnteln the boandaiy oondltione a t the end of the ware tab 

the exit of the Bdjdng ahanber Is C endoated by a nonle expanded to the 

original dtaaater of the ware engine.   The total pressure of the «dxed flov 

met be sufficiently greater than the atao.pherlo static preaeure, to Aloh th 

flov Is discharging, to aaintain the supersonic Mach awber determined by the 

area ratios.   These oorditians are satisfied for the shrouded «are soflxis *ien 

the exhaust is choked, 

Fron is en tropic continuity conditions, 

3«ubeonic * ^** ^eupereonio 

asciiBinf that the core of the vare engine Is 1/3 of the total em tobe arse. 

Mf nay be detemined fron Df «d 

The Taluee used to extxmpolate the eubeonic engine perfomance are 

shown in Table 3« 

-38 - 
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Table I 
THEORETICAL MVEJET ENGINE PERFORMANCE 

CONSTANT AREA VAVEJET ENGINE PERFORMANCE * 

MACH 
COMBUSTION 

CHAMBER 

AIR 

FUEL 
n0m   LENGTH RATIO!RATIO 

0.65 

0.65 

0.25 

MODE OF 
HEAT 

ADDITION 

33 
CONSTANT 
VOLUME 

COMBUSTION 

PRESSURE AFTER 
HEAT ADDITION 
ATMOSPHERES 

SPECIFIC SPECIFIC 
FUEL 

CONSUMPTIOlrf   THRUST 
Itefwl      HW«Mn. 

he Iktirurt 

ILBIi 

0.65 

0.25 

0.50 

33 

2.1 

33 

0.65 

0.95 

0.95 

0.50 

0.50 

0.50 

GRADUAL HEAT 

ADDITION 

CONSTANT 
VOLUME 

COMBUSTION 

i».61 3.0 

10.7* 

33 

33 

33 

GRADUAL HEAT 
ADDITION 

CONSTANT 
VOLUME 

COMBUSTION 

GRADUAL HEAT 
ADDITION 

9.56 1.9 

6.1 

12.8 

12.19 

11.50 

II.ill 

1 

1.8 

2.1 

2.0 

m.5 

15.9 

16.0 

ENLARGED COMBUSTION CHAMBER       /  cowbuttion ch—bar «r— \  _    « •• 
WAVEJET ENGINE PERFORMANCE        I wave tub« SrM / 

MACH 

NO. 

0.35 

COMBUSTION 

CHAMBER 

LENGTH RATIO 

0.25 

AIR 

FUEL 

RATIO 

33 

MODE OF 

HEAT 

ADDITION 

CONSTANT 
VOLUME 

COMBUSTION 

PRESSURE 

AFTER HEAT 

ADDITION 

5.85 

SPECIFIC HJEL 
COmiffTKM 

Iba. fua) 
hr. lb. thruitlba/si.in. 

2.8 

SPECIFIC 
THRUST 

1.7 

rlzad from CAL RM.  NO.  00-799-*-1 
rlMd fr« C4L Rtp.  No.   00-799-*-2 
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Table 2 
SmURY OF EXPOMMEKTAL WAVEJET ERGIRE TEST RESULTS 

FJLAR6ED COMBUSTION CHAMBER (   ro^Nstion chaaber «re« 
SINGLE TUBE HAVEJET ENGINE PERFORMANCE ^«ve tube «re« )" 

PERFORMANCE AT MAXIMUM ^  , AtHUM SPECIFIC 1 01 a CONSUMPTION 

COMBUSTI0M 
CHAMBER 

LENGTH RATIO 

SPECIFIC 
FUEL 

SOHSUMPTION 

SPECIFIC 
THRUST 

AIR FUEL 
RATIO 

MACH 
NO. 

f/5 2.3 0.75 0 

1/5 9.3 1.75 C 

1/5 3.5 1.0 60 0.36 

1/5 9.0 1.6 20 0.36 

1/* 3.1 0.9 0 

1/* 9.5 2.0 0 

!/•» 1.6 1.3 70 0.36 

1/1 8.2 1.6 60 0.S6 

3/10 *.o 1.5 0 

3/10 6.9 1.2 0 

3/10 4.8 I.I 60 0.36 

3/10 6.0 0.6 86 0.36 

MULTITUBE WAVEJET ENGINE PERFORMANCE 

MACH 

NO. 

MEAN 

ENGINE 

PRESSURE 

(IN HG) 

GROSS 
THRUST 

(LB.) 

NET 

THRUST 

(LB.) 

FUEL 

SPECIFIC 

IMPULSE 

(SEC.) 

SPECIFIC 

FUEL 

CONSUMPTION 

(L8./NR.) 

LB. 

AIR 

SPECIFIC 

IMPULSE 

(SEC.) 

AIR 

FUEL 

RATIO 

0.23 3-7 120 66.8 238 IS. II 10 23.8 
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Ttble 3 

FXPERIMFMTAL  ENQINE 

M. - 0,9 7?c-aa? Q. '19200 

A 
/g ^14,7 c* .az4 

A 

C - 3.9 90 - 530 T~l-4 

oc - 1Z.5 

, _a,c(m II1ZB.M3.9) (izs)(4.15) maoe74 

ß, '%rAb'K)*v*   s-t&rffi&mr2-" 
~(0.9Z3X0.0d74)(Z.t1+ 0,9)+ 0,606 

0.650 

NS~0.Z36 GS~U04S 

Pn/P,  - 0,815 
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FUEL  mjeCTIOH 

 M 
INLtT 
VALVE 

EXHAUST 

COmuSTK* CHAmE* br 
EXHAUST 

Fig. 2     WAVF DIAGRAM OF ONE ENOINE CYCLE 
CALCULATED BY THE METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS 

MACH NO. ■ 0.6b AIR FUEL RATIO = 33 
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MULTITUBE     SHROUDED    WAVEJET 

SHRCüO- 

P. 

ROTATING   FRONT 
VALVE    PLATE 

CENTRAL   CORE    AREA •  1/3   WAVE    TUBE    AREA 

WAVE 

TUBES CONSTANT    AREA 

MIXING      REGION 

SHROUDED    WAVEJET 

', 
WAVE      TUBEC P, 

Vi'O 

CORE 

V- 

pomPi 

ROTATING 
REAR   VALVE 

RLATE 

ROTATING 

FRONT   VALVE 
PLATE 

CORE   AREA  •    1/3   WAVE   TUBE    AREA 

SIMPLE   UNSHROUDEO   WAVEJET 

Fig. H    MLTITUBE WAVEJET CONFieUtATIONS 
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a.«    Li 0 •* ••       1.2        I.I      II 
»ECIFIC TMUIT Lf/ll' 

Fig.  10 

EXPERIMENTAL VARIATION OF AVEIAIE MAXIWfti AND MINI 
8P£CIFIC FUEL CONSUM^ION WITH SPECIFIC TNWST 

FOR CONSTANT AREA »AVEJET 

•»        1.2      I.I       LI 
«ciFic mm IJ/II1 

Fig. 11 

A*E*AQ£ MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM AIR FUEL RATIO VS. 
SPECIFIC THRUST FOR SINtilf TUBE CONSTANT AREA WAVEJCT 
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TEH All CMtüTTlM 

2.0 

All 
CMMMPTIOI 

LI/SEC CMIIE All 
riOH 

LEAKASC LOSS 

1.0 

I  c  t  |0  12  I*  1«  IS » 22 I* M IS SO SI 

l/M TOTAL PSCSMIC (Ml*) 

Fig.  13 
SINQLE TUBE WM£JET DWIIE All CÄ8WPTI0« 

BASED GM PRtC^XE SURVEY RAKE 
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iO        12        I« 

All »a RATI« 

If it 

Fig.  I* 

AVERABE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM SPECIFIC THRUST OF 

SINGLE TUBE CONSTANT AREA MAVEJET VS. AIR FUEL RATIO 

MC 

Ll/ll1 

O.i 0.2  04  0.«  0.1  0.1   0.7  0.1  0.0 

FLIOMT MACK «0. 

Fig. 15 
AVERABE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM SPECIFIC THRUST VS. 

FLIBMT MACH NUMBER FOR SINBLE TUBE CONSTANT AREA MAVEJET 
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:IFIC 

0.6        U0 ki     «.• I.»     2.0     2.5     1.0     «.I     «.0     «.I     S.0 
IPCCIFiC  TIIIST  (Ll/ll1) 

Fig. 16 
AVERAGE MAXIMUM AND MIHiMUM SPECIFIC FUEL COMüMPTI«» VS. 

SPECIFIC THRUST FOR SINftLE TUK CONSTANT AREA »AVEJET 
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